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1.

Introduction
1.1. Objective

The Hawai‘i Natural Energy Institute (HNEI), at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa (UH), has
been developing and deploying photovoltaic (PV) test beds to evaluate the performance of
different PV systems under different environmental conditions on three of the Hawaiian islands.
This study is intended to provide a performance comparison of the PV systems for public use, to
help consumers and PV installers select the best value technologies and system configurations.
1.2. Background
Funding under this program has enabled HNEI to develop the initial prototypes of PV test beds
including a test bed for side-by-side comparisons of selected PV modules, instrumentation of PV
arrays, data acquisition systems, and tools for data analysis to characterize the solar resource and
PV system performance. Data from these systems will augment the growing database of PV
performance in Hawai‘i including such projects as Sun Power for Schools. This initial phase
includes PV systems installed in different climatic sub regions monitored for performance and
response to environmental changes. Thin film PV technologies and micro-inverters are included
in this evaluation.
This report includes a short introduction to Hawai‘i , its electrical grids, and high cost of oilderived electricity, a description of the PV test protocol and data collection system, and a
description of three test sites. Blue Planet Foundation, the University of Hawai‘i Maui College
(UHMC), and the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa (UH) assisted in development of the sites.
1.3. Overview
Hawai‘i is one of the world’s most isolated groups of islands. Figure 1 shows Hawai‘i ’s major
islands and the service territories of Hawai‘i ’s four utilities. Hawaiian Electric Industries
subsidiary, Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO), serves the Island of Oʻahu. HECO has two
subsidiaries, Hawai‘i Electric Light Company (HELCO) serving the Island of Hawai‘i , and
Maui Electric Company (MECO), serving the three islands of Maui, Molokai, and Lanai. (Kauai
is served by the Kauai Island Utility Cooperative and is not included in this study).
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Figure
F
1: Hawa
ai‘i ’s Major Islands
I
and Uttility Service T
Territories

Hawai‘i is the mostt petroleum dependent state in the nation, witth close to 990 percent oof its
electricity
y generated
d from pettroleum. Th
his reliancee intensifiess the need for alternaative,
sustainab
ble energy so
ources to heelp reduce th
he high costt and volatillity of oil-deerived electrricity.
The Haw
wai‘i Clean Energy
E
Initiaative (HCEI)) is focused on improvinng Hawai‘i ’s energy seccurity
and indep
pendence, with
w goals an
nd a roadmaap to achievve 70% cleann energy byy 2030, with 30%
coming from
f
efficien
ncy measures, and 40% coming
c
from
m locally gennerated renew
wable sourcees.
Since th
he HCEI waas initiated in 2008, th
here has beeen a rapid increase inn the amount of
photovolltaic (PV) systems installed acrosss the state. This is thee result of tthe high coost of
electricity
y in Hawai‘i , generou
us State tax
x incentives,, and suppoortive prograams such ass Net
Energy Metering,
M
an
nd the Feed-iin-Tariff offfered by the Hawaiian E
Electric Com
mpanies. Witth the
small size of the islan
nd grids and
d lack of inteerconnectionn between isllands, the high-penetratiion of
intermitteent renewab
ble resourcess can create significant challenges for grid reliiability. Acccurate
data on PV
P system performance
p
e under diffeerent environnmental connditions can assist mitiggating
these chaallenging issu
ues.
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1.4. Climatic Sub Regions
The mountainous topography of the Hawaiian Islands makes the climate one of the most
spatially diverse on Earth, and represents a miniature continent [1].
Rainfall, solar radiation, temperature, humidity, and wind vary significantly over relatively short
distances. Humid tropical rain forests including the world’s wettest spot, arid and semi-arid
deserts, temperate, and frozen alpine ecosystems all exist in Hawai‘i . In addition, environmental
conditions such as marine, volcanic, urban, and rural areas add to the diversity of the State.
The Western Climate Center [2] has identified seven climatic sub regions in Hawai‘i . These are
defined chiefly by the major physiographic features of the State and by location with reference to
windward or leeward exposure. Since one region grades into another, it would be misleading to
attempt to draw sharp boundaries between adjacent regions. In general, however, the regions and
their characteristics are as follows:
1. Windward lowlands, generally below 2,000 feet on the north to northeast side of the
islands. This region lies more or less perpendicular to the prevailing flow of the trade
winds, and is moderately rainy, with frequent trade wind showers. Partly cloudy to
cloudy days are common. Temperatures are more uniform and mild than in other regions.
2. Leeward lowlands, except for the Kona coast of Hawai‘i which has its own distinctive
climate. In these areas daytime temperatures are slightly higher and nighttime
temperatures are slightly lower than in windward locations. Dry weather prevails except
for occasional light trade wind showers which drift over from the mountains to the
windward side. In some leeward areas an afternoon sea breeze is common, especially in
summer.
3. Interior lowlands, on Oʻahu and Maui. In the northeast these lowlands have the
characteristic of the windward lowlands; in the southwest, of leeward lowlands. The
central areas are intermediate in character, and – especially on Oʻahu – are sometimes the
scenes of intense local afternoon showers from well-developed clouds which form as a
result of local heating of the land during the day.
4. The Kona coast of Hawai‘i . This is the only region in the islands where summer rainfall
exceeds winter rainfall. There is a marked diurnal wind regime, with well-developed and
reliable land and sea breezes, especially in the summer. Summer is also the season with a
high-frequency of late afternoon or early evening showers. Conditions are somewhat
warmer and decidedly drier than in windward locations.
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5. Rainy Mountain slopes on Leeward side. Rainfall and cloudiness are very high, with
considerable rain both winter and summer. Temperatures are equable. Humidity is higher
than in any other region.
6. Lower Mountain slopes on Leeward side. Rainfall is greater than on the adjacent
leeward lowlands, but distinctly less than at the same level on the windward side except
that the zone of maximum rainfall usually occurs just to leeward of the crests of the lower
mountains. Temperature extremes are greater than on the rainy slopes of the windward
sides of the mountains, and cloudiness is almost as great.
7. High Mountains. Above 2,000 or 3,000 feet on the high mountains of Mauna Kea,
Mauna Loa, and Haleakala rainfall decreases rapidly with elevation. Near the summits of
Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea, rainfall is scant and skies are clear a high percentage of the
time. Relative humidity may reach values of ten percent or less. The lowest temperatures
in the State are experienced in this region, with values below freezing being common.
ArcGIS software from ESRI [3], a geographic information system (GIS) package was selected
and used to visualize the weather conditions in Hawai‘i with the maps presented below.
Complete data sets representing all aspects of the different climatic sub regions were not found.
Therefore available solar and precipitation data sets were selected to visualize and assess the
climatic sub regions. This allowed an estimate to be made of the solar resource and rainfall at the
three test bed sites.
Details covering the GIS data sources are as follow:
1. Irradiation: State Department of Planning and Economic Development, Energy Division
"Sunshine Maps," 1985 [4].
The increment and unit of the irradiation data set is 50 cal/cm2/day which is converted into
0.58 kWh/m2/day. The Sunshine Maps were selected because of the high spatial resolution on
the islands of Hawai‘i .
2. Precipitation: Rainfall isohyets collected for the Rainfall Atlas of Hawai‘i by the Geography
Department of the University of Hawai‘i [5].
The precipitation data set is data that was collected over a 30-year period from 1978 to 2007,
and is expressed in mm per year.
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Figure 2 shows the solar data and precipiitation for tthe Island oof Oʻahu. Thhis map vissually
supports the descripttion of the climatic
c
sub
b regions preesented prevviously. We observe thaat the
windward side colleects most off the precipiitation on thhe island esppecially on the peaks oof the
Koolau mountain
m
ran
nge, the easttern range. The
T irradiatiion is < 4.7 kWh/m2/dayy for most oof the
windward side. The leeward sid
de is the sun
nniest area reeaching up tto 5.2 to 5.88 kWh/m2/dday as
you mov
ve towards th
he west end of the islan
nd and awayy from the m
mountain rannges. The intterior
lowland (central) areas between
n the Koolaau and Waiaanae (westerrn) Mountaiin ranges haave a
wide-ran
nge of irradiaation levels ranging
r
in value
v
from 44.4 to 5.8 kW
Wh/m2/day. T
This type off map
will be used
u
to help characterizee the anticipaated solar ennvironment for each of the test locaations
and the climatic
c
sub region
r
defin
ning each test site.

Figure 2: Irra
adiation and precipitation
p
aat the test sitess – Oʻahu
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In this work HNEI collected high-fidelity PV performance data at three test sites. Section 2 of
this report describes the test protocols, including the data collection. Section 3 provides
additional information for each of the sites including a description of the location, expected
irradiation and climatic sub-region, and detailed information on the PV systems and
instrumentation that was deployed at each test site. Data from each of the sites has been collected
for more than one year. These results are summarized in a separate report.
2.

Test Protocols

PV modules were deployed at three sites. This section describes the hardware, data acquisition
process, and data management for the sites. The climate characteristics and the PV deployed at
each of the sites are described in Section 3.
Instrumentation packages were developed and deployed at each of the test sites to collect highresolution collection of weather parameters including the solar resource, and collection of
various measures of PV system performance. Data is collected every second, synchronized to the
same NIST clock, and transferred to a data server located on the UH Mānoa campus. Here the
data sets from the test site are stored, analyzed, and visualized.
All three test sites are equipped with similar instrumentation, and a time-synchronized, highspeed data acquisition system (DAS) hardware and software, to limit variation of the
measurements between sites. However, as needed, the DAS monitoring equipment was adapted
to each test site for optimum data collection and ease of integration. This includes adapting to the
characteristics of the PV system in terms of the number of PV modules or strings for each PV
array, their electrical characteristics, and the location of the measurement sensors.
Instrumentation to support analysis at each site includes: (1) weather station system (WSS); (2)
PV monitoring units (PVMUs), consisting of sensors, power and signal conditioners, enclosures;
data cables and data cable management; (3) high-speed DAS consisting of an embedded
controller, input/output (I/O) boards, data and power management unit, and enclosure and
ventilation system; and (4) data server and internet connection devices for creating a secure
internet based-network between data server and all test site controllers.
Analysis tools were developed using Matlab software for the following: (1) extraction of data
files into a Matlab database; (2) graphical visualization of raw data for any recorded day; (3)
calculation of daily solar energy and PV performance ratio; (4) calculation of the PV
performance as a function of irradiance levels; and (5) characterization and visualization of the
solar resource, and PV performance ratio and parameters.
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The next sections detail
d
the hardware
h
and
d software used for ddata collectioon and anaalysis.
Addition
nal details off the PV mod
dules and thee system layyout for eachh site are disscussed in seection
3.
2.1. Weatther
Each testt bed site is equipped
e
witth a WSS to collect the ffollowing daata (see Figuure 3):


Solar radiatio
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and wiind direction
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WSS consists of seensors, signaal condition
ners, supporrting structuure, data caable manageement
equipmen
nt, and an en
nclosure. A robust WSS
S that met ouur requiremeents was nott available oon the
market as a commerccial-off-the-shelf producct. They lackked the speeed, resolutionn, flexibilityy, and
o be connectted to an extternal DAS. In addition,, the WSS ffor this studyy required a very
ability to
adaptablee design forr ease of inttegration intto the test ssites. Thereffore we devveloped a cuustom
design.
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Figure 3:
3 Weather sta
ation systems installed
i
at th
he test sites: Pu
u`u Wa`a Wa``a (PWW) (lefft), Green Hollmes
Hall Initiative (GHHII) (middle), an
nd UHMC (rigght)
(* GHHI has an additio
onal WS senso
or connected to a second moonitoring systeem install with
h funds from MHI)
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Sensors and transducers are mounted on poles and other support structures designed to be easily
integrated into the test sites (Figure 3 and Table 1). Although a slightly different architecture, the
sensors are the same for each WSS in order to avoid introducing discrepancies in the
measurements. Only the PYR installed at Pu’u Wa’a Wa’a (PWW) is different than the other
sites because the company Yankee Environmental Systems (YES) was unable to meet our
delivery date so a second vendor was selected, Hukseflux, for the test sites on the islands of
Maui and Oʻahu.

Table 1: Weather station transducers

Input and output signal
range
Wavelength: 0.3 to 3 µm
Thermopile
YES # TSP-400
0-1400 W.m-2 ~ 0-140
(Secondary standard)
(PWW)
mV
Solar
Thermopile
Hukseflux # LP02-10 Wavelength: 0.3 to 2 µm
Radiation
(Second class)
(GHHI, UHMC)
0-1400 W.m-2 ~ 0-21 mV
Wavelength: 0.3- 1.1 µm
Silicon solar-cell
Apogee # SP-110
0-1100 W.m-2 ~ 0-220
mV
PT1000 (Resistance
Ambient
Temperature Detector NovaLynx # 225-40 to +60 oC ~ 0-1 V
Temperature
(RTD))
HMP50YA with solar
shield # 380-280
Thin film capacitive
Relative
10 – 90% ~ 0-1 V
sensor
Humidity
0-99 mph ~ 0-5 V
Wind Speed Magnetic reed switch NovaLynx # 200-WS02F + signal
20K Ohm
Wind
potentiometer, single conditioner NovaLynx
0-359o ~ 0-5 V
Direction
# 135-100
wiper

Measurement

Technology

Manufacturer

Atmospheric
Piezoelectric ceramic NovaLynx # 230-600
pressure
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500-1100 hPa ~ 0-5 V
Unit range is
programmable:
830-1030 hPa ~ 0-5 V

Table 1 describes the weather station sensors and signal conditioning used at each test site. The
table provides the details of each measurement, the technology, the manufacturer and model
number, the range of measurement, and the output signal.
The last component of the WSS is the NEMA-4 rated enclosure which protects the electronics,
the sensors, the signal conditioners, and the data cable management from the environment.
2.2. PV Monitoring
To assess and characterize the performance of the PV systems, equipment was added to allow
electrical measurements to monitor the DC voltage and DC current of the PV systems. We
monitor the temperature measurement of the front or back side of the PV module. AC power is
monitored at PWW on the AC side of two of the microinverters.
The maximum voltage measured at the sites varies from 40 V to almost 600 V depending upon
the number of PV modules or strings of PV modules in series for the particular PV array
configuration. The PVMU uses a resistance bridge to scale the voltage to a 0-10 V signal range
using metal resistances with low variation over temperature. The 0-10 V signal is connected to
the DAS through an isolation unit.
The current monitored at the test sites varies by PV module. The shunt is selected to match the
expected maximum current. The voltage signal of the shunt is connected to the DAS through a
signal conditioning unit for isolation and amplification to the desired range of 0-10 V.
The module temperature is monitored using a Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) probe
glued onto the back side of the PV module. For the flexible modules the RTD is placed on the
top side of the module as close to the PV cells as possible. The 3-wire RTD is connected to a
signal conditioning unit providing a 4-20 mA signal. The signal conditioning unit was
programmed to limit the range of the temperature measurement from 0 to 100oC in order to have
a better accuracy. We note that the temperature measurement acts as a proxy for the cell junction
temperature.
AC power is measured at PWW to monitor the performance of a single microinverter, and the
string of ten microinverters. The power transducers (ADTEK # CW/CQ) with current
transformer (Flex-core # 189) measure the active and reactive power.
The PVMU enclosure protects the shunts, resistance bridge, signal conditioners, power
transducers, current transformers, and data and power cable management equipment from the
environment (Figure 4). The metallic back plate is grounded for safety.
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Figure 4: PV
V monitoring unit (PVMU)) at UH Maui College

S and PVM
MUs monitor and conditiion the signnals collectedd and recordded by the D
DAS.
The WSS
The connection betw
ween the WSS,
W
each PVMU,
P
andd the DAS is made uusing data ccables
consistin
ng of nine sh
hielded twisteed pairs of 24-AWG
2
connductors prootected from
m the environnment
in condu
uits. Once in
nside the DAS
D
enclosu
ure the dataa cables aree connected to analog input
modules..
2.3. Data Acquisition
n System
After con
nducting a literature reeview and market
m
surveey (which inncluded equuipment avaiilable
from the National Laaboratories in
ncluding thee National R
Renewable Ennergy Laborratory and Sandia
ble commerccial-off-the-sshelf DASs w
with high-deensity analogg and
National Laboratory,, and availab
he PV systeems), we sellected a DA
AS from Nattional
digital siignal conditiioners to intterface to th
Instruments (NI) to meet
m our requ
uirements, (rrefer to Tablle 2 for a parrtial list of thhe requiremeents).
NI equipment was seelected becau
use of its relliability, robbustness in a harsh workking environm
ment,
speed peerformance, and modularity allowiing us to coonnect manny signals oof different types
mmunication protocols. In additionn, NI
(analog, digital, inpu
ut and output) and use diverse com
equipmen
nt and - Lab
bVIEW softtware have been
b
used aat UH for a long time aallowing fasst and
efficient developmen
nt.
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Table 2: DAS Requirements

Requirements
Design which supports high channel to channel isolation,
noise rejection, and surge suppression
Design which supports “front-end” signal conditioning
Design which protects equipment, and installs and expands
easily
Design which supports low-cost, high-density I/O, analog
and digital modules
Design that is reliable, operates in a harsh environment

The DAS consists of a controller (cRIO-9022 or 9024), and an expansion chassis (NI-9111 or
9114), populated with analog input (AI) modules (NI-9205) to collect the analog signals (32
analog inputs per module) and Digital output (DO) module (NI-9477) for control. There are two
chassis available with a capacity of four or eight modules. The controller has two Ethernet ports
allowing internet connectivity and communication with the load bank if necessary or with
additional chassis if required to collect additional remote signals (Figure 5).
The controller is programmed with LabVIEW software to execute the following: 1) scan the
analog inputs every 25 ms; 2) compute an average value of the 40 25-ms values to produce one
data sample per second; 3) convert the signals into measurements; and 4) save the data into daily
text files. The program includes an application to send commands to turn the ventilation system
on and off, reboot the controller, and reset the communication device.
The daily files are transferred over the internet to a database server for storage and analysis at the
end of each week. DAS time synchronization and data file transfers require switches and routers
connecting the controller to the local network and to the internet. Funding from another grant is
being used to increase the level of cyber security and to automate the data transfer procedure
using a virtual private network architecture.
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Figure 5: DA
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2.4. Accu
uracy of Measurementss
uracy of eacch measurem
ment in the DAS
D
is pressented in Taable 3 alongg with the ddetails
The accu
covering accuracy off each senso
or (WSS and
d PVMU), tthe signal coonditioners, and the DA
AS. In
most caases, sensor accuracy is availablee from thee datasheet or was sspecified byy the
manufactturer’s consu
ultants. The individual sensors
s
rangge in accuraccy from ±0.115% to ±5%
%. The
overall system accurracy calculatted by addin
ng all accurracies (worstt case scenaario) ranges from
o ±5.1%.
±0.5% to
The PVM
MUs were caalibrated beffore they weere installed at each of thhe test sites.. The calibraations
included: (1) currentt, (2) voltagee, and (3) tem
mperature. C
Current and voltage werre calibratedd with
d bank, and digital
d
multi meter (Flukke 177). Tem
mperature waas calibratedd with
a power supply, load
a bath th
hermometer calibrator
c
(H
Hart Scientiffic 7102 Miccro Bath). F
For each caliibration, diffferent
levels of signals weree tested to co
over the com
mplete range of each PVM
MU sensor.
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Table 3: Accuracies of each measurement monitoring the environment and the performance of
modules and auxiliaries at the HNEI test sites on the Island of Hawai‘i , Oʻahu, and Maui

Accuracy
Measurement

Manufacturer &
Model #

Signal
Sensor condition
er
YES # TSP-400
± 3%
N/A
Solar Radiation Hukseflux # LP02-10 ± 4%
N/A
Apogee # SP-110
± 5%
N/A
Ambient
Temperature

± 0.6%
Nova Lynx # 225HMP50YA with solar
shield # 380-280
± 3%

Voltage
Current
Power

Omega # SA1-RTD ± 0.15% ± 0.2%
Metal resistance
25ppm/oC
ADTEK # EC-UASHT
ADTEK # CW/CQ

± 0.2%

Global
± 3.1%
± 4.1%
± 5.1%

N/A

Relative
N/A
Humidity
Wind Speed
± 3%
± 0.5%
Nova Lynx # 200WS-02F
Wind Direction
± 1%
± 0.5%
Atmospheric
Novalynx # 230-600 ± 0.25%
N/A
pressure
Temperature

DAS

± 0.7%
± 0.1%
(the DAS has
high accuracy
0.1% for all
signals from ±
200 mV to ±
10V)

± 3.1%
± 3.6%
± 1.6%
±0.35%
±
0.45%

± 0.2%

± 0.5%

± 0.25% ± 0.2%

± 0.5%

± 2%

± 0.6%

± 2.7%

2.5. Data Analysis
The data server with a CentOS 5.5 operating system consists of the following equipment:


Dual Xeon E5620 2.4-GHz Quad Core



6-GB DDR3 1333MHz Ram



16 x 2 TB drives in RAID 6 configuration

The server is located behind the firewall maintained by the UH School of Ocean and Earth
Science and Technology. Access to the data storage is currently limited to HNEI researchers and
technicians.
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Differentt tools were investigated
d and develo
oped to analyyze the data sets and vissualize the reesults
of the analysis.
The first application to be impleemented wass a tool to exxtract the daata as a text file to popullate a
Matlab database
d
and to be able to
t visualize the
t data setss from any teest site for aany recordedd day.
The visualization interface consiists of sliding lists to sellect the test site, the datee, and the daata to
M
interrface visualiizing the solar radiationn, PV
plot into four graphss. Figure 6 shows the Matlab
power, voltage
v
and current of a PV modu
ule (Sanyo) operating att PWW on 2 different days
(8/30/201
11 and 8/30//2012).

Figure 6: Matlab interfface for visualiization of the data from thee different testt sites.

d set of Matllab applicatiions was dev
veloped to ssupport data analysis andd visualizatiion of
A second
the analy
ysis results.. The initiaal analysis calculates
c
thhe daily soolar energy and PV ennergy
productio
on. The anallysis was com
mpleted usin
ng validatedd sets of meaasurements. F
For each dayy, the
Performaance Ratio (P
PR) of the PV
P systems is calculated by dividingg the PV systtem energy yyield,
over the energy yieeld at Stand
dard Test Conditions
C
((STC: irradiiance of 1,0000 W/m², solar
spectrum
m of AM 1.5 and modulee temperature at 25°C). S
Solar data iss analyzed too characterizze the
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solar resource at each test location using selected statistics and averages. The results on the PV
performance are presented showing the PR of the PV systems, varying with the seasons over a
year of operation, after completion of the light induced degradation period. We also present the
annual PV performance per levels of irradiance to visualize the parameters of the PV system
operation.
3.

Test Site Description

All PV systems studied in this study operate under real-life conditions using grid-tied inverters,
which include a maximum power point tracker (MPPT). The MPPT samples the output of the PV
modules and selects the most appropriate operating point to obtain maximum power under the
prevailing environmental conditions. The PV performance data collected by our test protocol
includes the MPPT efficiency. Operational data was recorded for a sufficient period of time to
allow the PV modules to complete any initial light induced degradation, and to collect a
minimum of one year of operation data in order to visualize the impact of seasonal weather
variation on each PV system.
3.1. Pu`u Wa`a Wa`a, Kailua-Kona, Island of Hawai‘i
Pu`u Wa`a Wa`a (PWW) is a sparsely populated location on the North end of the Kona Coast on
the Island of Hawai‘i (Latitude: 19.8oN, Longitude: 155.8oW, Altitude: 686 m), (Figure 7). The
test bed lies on the western slope of the largest volcanoes, Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa, and on
the northern flank of Hualalai Mountain, at the bottom of the cone called “Pu`u Wa`a Wa`a”
(right picture in Figure 8). It is on the edge of the Honuaula Forest Reserve [6] and is less than 5
miles from the coast line.
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Figuree 7: Irradiatio
on and precipiitation on the Island of Haw
wai‘i includingg values at thee PWW test siite
location.

Figure 8: PWW test site, Kona Coastt of Hawai‘i – PV systems gground mountted on open raack structuress (left)
at the bottom of thee Pu`u Wa`a W
Wa`a hill (righ
ht)

PWW is characterizeed by frequen
nt overcast afternoons,
a
sso the site is expected too have a relattively
low to medium
m
solaar environmeent estimated at ~4.7 kW
Wh/m2/day using the G
GIS data set. The
17

climatic sub region at PWW is estimated to be a mix between Kona Coast of Hawai‘i and
Lower to Rainy Mountain slopes on the Leeward side. This climatic sub region is expected to
have similarities with the more densely populated Kailua Kona’s lower slopes.
PWW was designed to conduct side by side testing of PV modules consisting of different
technologies from different manufacturers. Each module is tested individually using grid-tied
microinverters. Two PV modules from each manufacturer were purchased anonymously and are
individually tested.

Table 4 describes the PV modules selected for testing at PWW. The PV technologies are 3junction amorphous from Uni-Solar (UN), poly crystalline from BP Solar (BP), mono crystalline
from SolarWorld (SW), and from Suntech (ST) and heterojunction with intrinsic layer (HIT)
module from SANYO (SA).

Table 4: Description of the PV modules tested PWW in the Island of Hawai‘i

PV Module
Manufacturers

PV Module
Model Number

SANYO (SA)

HIP-210NKA5

BP Solar (BP)

BP175B
STP 175S24/Ab-1
SW175-P
PVL-68

Suntech Power (ST)
SolarWorld (SW)
Uni-Solar (UN)

PV Technology
HIT (Amorphous and
Mono-crystalline)
Poly-crystalline

STC Module STC Peak
Efficiency [%] Power [W]
16.7

210

13.9

175

Mono-crystalline

13.7

175

Mono-crystalline
Amorphous (flexible)

13.4
6.1

175
68

Table 5 provides additional information on the PV systems tested at PWW including information
on the inverter, the PV system configuration, and the type of mounting system. Two models of
microinverters from Enphase (M190 and M210) are used to connect the PV modules. The PV
modules are ground mounted, with a 20o tilt, facing south, on open rack structures. The flexible
modules from Uni-Solar require connecting two modules in series to match the MPPT voltage
range and recommended power of the microinverter. The flexible modules are installed on a
small standing seam roof, with a 20o tilt, facing south.
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Tab
ble 5: Tested PV
P systems at PWW in the Island
I
of Haw
wai‘i : Inverterr, PV system cconfiguration
and PV
V module mou
unt.

verter
Inv
PV
V
BP
P
SA
A
SW
W
ST
T
UN
N

Type
Micro
Micro
Micro
Micro
Micro

PV
V system coonfiguration
n
Poweer # of
# of PV
PV arrangeement
Brand
B
[W]] inverters modules
per inveerter
En
nphase 190
0
2
2
PV
V individuallly tested
En
nphase 210
0
2
2
PV
V individuallly tested
En
nphase 190
0
2
2
PV
V individuallly tested
En
nphase 190
0
2
2
PV
V individuallly tested
En
nphase 190
0
2
4
2 PV in sseries

P
PV Module
M
Mounting
O
Open rack
O
Open rack
O
Open rack
O
Open rack
Roof

Each PV
V module is
i instrumented with sensors to collect moodule currennt, voltage, and
temperatu
ure. The electrical
e
measurement
m
ts are colllected betw
ween the P
PV module and
microinv
verter (visiblee on the left picture of Figure
F
9). Thhe PVMUs aare located unnderneath thhe PV
modules.. Data cable conduits aree installed on
o the back oof the structture and buriied in the grround
to carry data
d cables from
f
the PV
VMUs and th
he WSS to tthe DAS encclosure, refer to Figure 9 and
Figure 10
0 (right photto).

Figure 9:
9 PVMU and data cable ma
anagement at PWW – PVM
MU are located
d underneath eeach PV modu
ule –
Co
onduits protecct data cable frrom each PVM
MU to the DA
AS enclosure.

The WSS
S is located on
o a tripod secured
s
to th
he ground (reefer to Figuree 10).
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Figu
ure 10: WSS, data cable ma
anagement an d DAS enclosu
ure at PWW.

The DA
AS enclosurre has a NEMA-4 ratingg and
ventilat
ation system
m to protectt the equippment
from tthe environm
ment. Figurre 11 shows the
inside oof the DAS enclosure inncluding from
m the
top to tthe bottom, the load bannk, the DAS
S, the
Etherneet switch, the batttery, and the
uninterrruptible pow
wer supply (UPS). The UPS
providees power to the DAS too keep the syystem
on linee during shorrt duration uttility outages.

Figure 11
1: Ventilated NEMA-4
N
enclo
osure protectiing
the DA
AS, test and neetwork equipm
ment - PWW.

t bed and associated DAS
D
at PWW
W were com
mmissioned iin July of 20010. This tesst site
The PV test
was deveeloped and instrumented under this DOE grannt. The instaallation wass presented at an
IEEE con
nference [7]..
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3.2. Grreen Holmess Hall Initia
ative, UH Mānoa,
M
Honoolulu, Oʻahu
u
The Greeen Holmes Hall
H Initiativ
ve (GHHI) test
t site is onn the UH M
Mānoa campuus on Oʻahuu. The
UH Mān
noa campus (Figure
(
12) is
i located on
n the south sside of the m
mountain sloope of the Kooolau
o
o
range (L
Latitude: 21.3
3 N, Longittude: 157.8 W,
W Altitudee: 48 m) oveerlooking H
Honolulu, 2 m
miles
from the south shore (left photo in
i Figure 13).
Sunny weather
w
prev
vails at this site with light trade w
wind showers which driift over from
m the
Koolau Mountains. GHHI hass medium to high irrradiation leevels estimaated to be ~5.2
kWh/m2/day.
/
Data collected
c
und
der these en
nvironmentaal conditionss will providde data to aassess
performaance of the PV
P systems operating in
n a medium
m to high-sollar environm
ment on the south
mountain
n slope of Oʻahu.
O
The climatic
c
sub region is esstimated as Lower Mou
untain slopees on
the Leew
ward side. This
T
area is relatively densely
d
popuulated, and iis expected tto provide uuseful
data for much
m
of Hon
nolulu’s low
wer mountain
n slopes.

Figuree 12: Irradiatio
on and precip
pitation on Oʻaahu including value at GHH
HI.
Th
his map includes the locatiion and weatther condition
ns of other teest beds wherre HNEI has
dep
ployed or willl deploy PV systems
s
and in
nstrumentatioon from otherr grants. SPS refers to the
HN
NEI/HECO Su
unPower for School
S
projectt including eigght test beds.
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Figure 13: GHHI – PV
P systems mo
ounted on opeen rack structu
ure (middle) oon a roof on th
he Koolau Ran
nge
Mountain slope (backgroun
nd, right imag
ge) overseeingg Honolulu (baackground, lefft image).

GHHI su
upports side by side com
mparison of two residenntial size, griid-tied PV systems (Tabble 7)
made maade of PV modules
m
(Taable 6) from
m two diffeerent PV tecchnologies. The PV sysstems
consist of the followiing arrays:
-

Two
T
parallel strings of 13 poly-crysttalline PV m
modules from
m Kyocera arre connectedd to a
5 kW SMA sttring inverteer, and
ur micro-amo
orphous PV modules froom MHI aree connected tto a 3
Six parallel sttrings of fou
W SMA striing inverter.
kW

Table
T
6: Description of the PV
P modules teested at GHHII in Oʻahu.

PV Modulee
M
STC Module
PV Module
PV
P Technollogy
Efficiency [%]
Manufacture
M
ers Modell Number
Kyocera
K
(KY
Y)
KD205
5GX-LPU Poly-crystal
P
line
113.8
Miitsubishi Heaavy
MT130
M
Micro-amorp
M
phous
8.3
Ind
dustries (MH
HI)

STC Peak
Power [W]
205
130

Table 7:: Tested PV sy
ystems at GHH
HI in Oʻahu: Inverter,
I
PV ssystem configu
uration and P
PV module moount.

In
nverter

PV syystem configuration
PV
Moount
Power
# of
# off PV
PV
V arrangem
ment
Type
T
Brand
d Model
[W] inv
verters mod
dules
per inverterr
2 parrallel strings of 13
Oppen
KY String
S
SMA
A SB5000US
S 5k
1
226
PV in seriess
raack
6 paraallel strings oof 4 PV Oppen
MHI String
S
SMA
A SB3000US
S 3k
1
224
in series
raack
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The two PV arrays located
l
on th
he flat roof of Holmes H
Hall are moounted on thrree rows of open
o
uctures, with
h a 20 tilt, facing south
h. The grid--tied string iinverters aree installed oon the
rack stru
fourth flo
oor of Holmees Hall (Figu
ure 14).
3-kW S
SMA
inverter (MHI)

5-kW SMA inverter
(Kyoce
era)

Figure 14:
1 PV system
ms at GHHI – PV
P modules on the roof (lefft) connected tto the grid tied
d inverters on
n the
fourth floor (right)).

There aree two PVMU
Us on the frront row of the
t structuree for the MH
HI array pluus one PVMU
U for
the Kyoccera array which
w
is locatted on the th
hird row neaar the DAS. The enclosuures are mouunted
to the structure suppo
orting the PV
V arrays. Th
he WSS is al so mounted on the strucctures on the back
of the tw
wo arrays. Conduits are used to prottect the dataa cables from
m the enviroonment. A ppower
and com
mmunication
n (P&C) en
nclosure is located nnear the DA
AS which includes ppower
managem
ment equipm
ment and ven
ntilation systtem to poweer and cool the DAS eqquipment (F
Figure
15).
The PV test
t bed sitee was comm
missioned in December oof 2010. Thee site was fuully instrumented
and the DAS
D
was deeployed undeer funding from
f
this DooE grant, andd was comm
missioned in May
of 2011.
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WS

P&C
WS
e
enclosure

DAS
PVMU
Data and
Power
Cables

Figure 15: On the roof of Holmes Ha
all: WSS (left); PVMU, dataa cable managgement, DAS eenclosure and
d P&C
box (rright) – GHHII.

3.3. UH
U Maui Co
ollege, Kahu
ului, Maui
Universitty of Hawai‘i Maui Colllege (UHMC) is part o f the Univerrsity of Haw
wai‘i system
m. The
campus is
i located on
n the Northerrn end of thee interior low
wlands (Figuure 17) on thhe Island of Maui
o
o
(Latitudee: 20.9 , Lon
ngitude: -156
6.5 , Altitud
de: 5 m) a few
w meters froom the northh shore and 6 km
(4 miles)) from the Īaao Valley ed
dge of the weest Maui moountain rangge (Figure 166). The locattion’s
irradiatio
on is estimateed to be app
proximately 5.2
5 kWh/m2 /day which is similar to the Oʻahu G
GHHI
test site. Information
n collected under
u
these environment
e
tal conditionns will proviide data to aassess
performaance of the PV system
ms operating
g in a meddium to highh-solar environment onn the
northshorre of Maui. The climatiic sub region
n is estimateed to corresppond to the windward, north
Interior Lowland
L
on Maui.

Figure 16
6: UHMC, Ka
ahului, Maui – Roof mounteed PV systemss (left) on the n
north shore, fo
four miles from
m the
West Mau
ui Mountain (rright)
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Fig
gure 17: Irradiation and preecipitation in Maui
M
includin
ng value at thee UHMC test site location.
Thiis map also inccludes the loca
ation and wea
ather condition
ns of a future PV test bed b
being planned
for Maui Econom
mic Developm
ment Board. Th
he test bed willl focus on thin
n film technollogies and be
funded un
nder another ggrant.

The UHM
MC test site was selected
d for inclusio
on in this stuudy because the Kyoceraa arrays deplloyed
at UHMC
C are very siimilar to thee Kyocera arrray that is ddeployed on the roof topp of Holmes Hall.
This com
mparison sho
ould lead to an
a evaluation
n of the imppact of the loocation incluuding climate and
PV modu
ule mounting
g for a very similar
s
PV System.
S
UHMC PV
P installatiion consists of three iden
ntical grid-tiied PV systeems. Each P
PV system (T
Table
9) consissts of two parallel string
gs of 14 polly-crystallinne PV moduules from Kyyocera (Tablle 8),
connected to a 5 kW
W SMA strin
ng inverter. All
A 84 PV m
modules are mounted onn the south ffacing
o
standing seam metal roof, with a 20 tilt, on the
t vocationnal building aas shown in Figure 16.
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Table 8: Description of the PV modules tested at UHMC in Maui

PV Module
PV Module
STC Module STC Peak
PV Technology
Manufacturers Model Number
Efficiency [%] Power [W]
Kyocera (KY)
KC175
Poly-crystalline
13.7
175

Table 9: Tested PV systems at UHMC in Maui: Inverter, PV system configuration, and PV module mount.

Inverter
PV system configuration
PV
Power
# of
# of PV
PV arrangement
Type Brand
[W] inverters modules
per inverter
2 parallel strings of 14
KY String SMA
5k
3
84
PV in series

Mount

Roof

The data to assess performance is collected from each string of the arrays monitoring current and
voltage. The PV data is collected just before the connection of the power cables to the inverters,
located above the PV inverters inside the building close to the grid connection breaker box
(Figure 18). The DAS and P&C enclosures are located inside.
The P&C enclosure includes power management equipment, ventilation system to power and
cool the DAS and its instruments, and an Ethernet switch to connect the controller to the internet
through the UHMC network.
Data cables connect the DAS to each PVMU as well as the WSS located on the roof near the PV
modules. The WSS (Figure 18) was designed to attach directly to the metal seam roof at a
specified angle.
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3 PVMUs
DC juncttion
box
3 SMA
inverters
s

3 Breaker b
box
– PV grid
d
connectio
on

DAS
D

P&C

UPS

Figure 18:
1 UHMC instrumentation
n – Roof moun
nted WSS (rigght), PVMUs, DAS enclosurre and power and
commun
nication box (lleft).

The PV system
s
was funded
f
by a Hawai‘i Ru
ural Developm
ment Projecct of the Deppartment of L
Labor
in a partn
nership with
h the UHMC
C and was commissioneed in April oof 2010. Thee developmeent of
the DAS and WSS were
w funded under
u
this DOE
D
grant. T
The DAS wass installed annd commissiioned
in April of
o 2011.

4.
Summary
Under th
his grant, th
he Hawai‘i Natural
N
Energy Institutee (HNEI), aat the Univeersity of Haawai‘i
Mānoa (U
UH), develo
oped and dep
ployed PV test
t beds on three differrent islands iin Hawai‘i . This
effort alllows collecttion of high
h-resolution,, time-synchhronized datta for differrent PV sysstems
under different clim
matic conditions. The PV
V systems aat these loccations vary in terms oof PV
module technology,
t
mounting structure,
s
PV
V system coonfigurationn, power, diimensioning, and
geograph
hical location
n. The analy
ysis of the experimenta
e
al data colleected from thhese PV sysstems
leads to the evaluation of PV peerformance, determinatiion of the m
main parametters affectinng the
PV systeems operatin
ng in the isllands, and an
a estimate of the impaact of weathher conditionns on
system performance.
The anticcipated amo
ount of irrad
diation at thee test sites w
was estimateed using GIS
S data sourcces to
identify climatic
c
con
nditions at th
he three tests sites located on three ddifferent islannds. The sellected
locationss represent three
t
climatic sub regio
ons: 1) a m
mix between Kona coastt of Hawai‘i and
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Lower to Rainy Mountain slopes on the Leeward side with a relatively low to medium solar
environment on the Island of Hawai‘i , 2) Lower Mountain slopes on the Leeward side with
medium to high solar resource on Oʻahu, and 3) Windward Lowland climate as in the north
Interior Lowlands on Maui with medium to high-solar environment.
The PV test bed sites are configured as grid-tied PV systems closely representing residential and
small scale commercial grid-tied PV systems. The PV test bed located on the Island of Hawai‘i
was designed to conduct side by side comparisons of individually PV modules selected from
different technologies. UHMC and GHHI test sites are PV arrays with string inverters. The
GHHI site supports side by side comparison of two PV module technologies. Five PV module
technologies from seven different manufacturers were tested including amorphous, microamorphous, mono and poly-crystalline, and HIT. Two models of string inverters and two models
of micro inverters were selected to connect to the grid and to perform the maximum power point
tracking of the PV systems tested at the three sites. The PV modules are south facing, with a 20o
tilt, either roof mounted or attached to open rack structures.
The PV systems were carefully instrumented to collect high-speed and time-synchronized data
on the PV system and the local environment. Each sensor was selected for the best-value unit
with high-accuracy. All test sites are equipped with similar instrumentation and a DAS to
minimize the variation in the measurements between sites. All of the DAS are part of an internet
based-network including a data server where all data sets are securely transferred into a database
for data analysis and visualization.
All of the PV systems, WSSs, and DASs were successfully deployed in 2010 and 2011 and are
still in operation collecting essential data to evaluate and understand PV performance in the State
of Hawai‘i . Detailed analysis of this data will be presented in the forthcoming second report
under this grant.
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